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In the core accretion model of giant planet formation [1],
when the core reaches critical mass, hydrostatic equilibrium is
no longer possible and gas accretion ensues [2]. If the envelope
is radiative, the critical core mass is nearly independent of the
boundary conditions and is roughly
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(with

weak dependence on the rate of planetesimal accretion
�� �������

and the disk opacity � ; [3]). Given that such a core may form
at the present location of Jupiter in a time comparable to its
Type I migration time (

�����������
years; [4]) provided that

the nebula was significantly enhanced in solids with respect to
the MMSN 1 [7] and stall at this location in a weakly turbulent
( ��� ��! #"

) disk [8], it may be appropriate to assume that such
objects inevitably form and drive the evolution of late-phase
T Tauri star disks. Here we investigate the final masses of
giant planets in disks with one or more than one such cores.
Although the presence of several planets would lead to Type
II migration (due to the effective viscosity resulting from the
planetary tidal torques), we ignore this complication for now
and simply assume that each core has stalled at its location in
the disk.

Once a core has achieved critical mass, its gaseous accre-
tion is governed by the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale [9]
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cm 3 g  54 1 years 6 (1)

where 7 ) ��
and 8 ):9 have been derived [10] by fitting

the results of [1]. Then the planetary growth rate due to the
contraction of the envelope is given by; �=<�>�?;�@ ) �0/$ %('BA (2)

Although this rate is independent of the boundary conditions,
as will be shown, the final mass of the giant planet does depend
on the gas surface density C of the nebula (unlike the case with
the thermal condition criterion of [11]). As the protoplanet
grows it opens a gap in the nebula, thereby limiting the amount
of gas it can accrete.

Contrary to the standard picture of gap-opening in which
the growing protoplanet opens a gap right next to itself, a more
realistic treatment, utilizing a damping prescription for tidally
induced waves in which the waves launched by the protoplanet
shock and damp as a result of their non-linear evolution [8][12],
indicates that the gap first forms at a distance away from the
protoplanet where the waves first shock. For a constant surface
density and vertically isothermal disk, this distance in terms of
the local scale height D of the disk is given by [8]E ?GFIH:J9LK D - � /� 4 1  3GM � (3)

1We use the standard MMSN model of [5]. Note that the isolation
mass at N AU of a disk with O!P MMSN of solids is QSR�T&U � [6].
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Figure 1: Plot of the final mass of the giant planet versus
disk opacity � for a protoplanet at V A J AU. Included are the
accretion times.

where K2W � A X , � 4 WZY J�[ 9�\ �0]_^a` , and
^ W D [cb .

In order to determine the final mass, we have developed a
code that incorporates the growth of the giant planet with the
disk evolution. The growth of the giant planet is handled using
Eq. (2) and by drawing gas from the protoplanet’s feeding
zone, which we define to be the minimum of the accretion
radius d > Wfe ��/ [ 8 3 ( 8 is the local sound speed) and J A V,d '
( d ' W Hill radius). Combining the continuity and angular
momentum equations lead to a self-consistent equation for the
evolution of the surface density C in terms of the viscous and
planetary tidal torque ( e and g , respectively)h Ch @ W �J&iLb hh bkjBl hh b Ynm b 3 \po  54 hh b Yqe � g \&r 6 (4)

where m is the disk frequency, esW � J&iLb `�t C Y ; m [ ; b \ , and
we solve Eq. (4) using an implicit scheme. For the planetary
tidal torque g , we employ the prescription of [12] where the
disk is vertically isothermal and the disk response is strictly
2D. g is then expressed in terms of a damping function u as

g Y b \ Wwv_Yqe � / \ 3 C / b / m /8 ` / l �x� u - b � b /E ?GF 1 o 6 (5)

where vBWZY X [cy \pz `{ >�| Yn} \ Y J,~�� Y J�[ 9�\�� ~ 4 Y J�[ 9�\G\ 3 [13] and}�W � ] ^ [ci C b 3 is the Toomre parameter. All quantities with
subscript � are evaluated at the location of the protoplanet.
The damping function has the functional form
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where
@ W @ Y C 6 b \ , and

@ ?GF
corresponds to the distance at

which the wave first shocks [8][12]. Finally, we lower the
total torque by a factor of 5 to account for 3D effects2.

The gap-opening criterion for an inviscid disk can be ex-
pressed as [8]��/� 4 �

min � V A J }  � M�� 6 9 A � Yn} [ ^ \  � M 4q`
	 A (7)

In this limit, a C of 9 A �� MMSN and a gap-opening mass of� 9 �0� is obtained at V A J AU assuming that a
� ���

planet de-
rives all of its mass from within the shocking distance

E ?GF
of

acoustic waves that immediately precedes runaway gas accre-
tion. In this calculation, we have used a passive disk model
[15] with temperature profile � ) ��� V Y���� [cb \ ` M�� K, and a
crossover mass of

	 9 �� � [1].
However, steep gradients in the surface density will give

rise to a local � due to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, thus for
these preliminary models we chose a nominal � W ��! "

in
order to avoid sharp gradients as the gap forms. In Figures
1 and 2 we present some initial calculations that demonstrate
the dependence of the final mass for an isolated planet on the
choice of � and C , respectively, for cases in which

��=������� W  .
Since the growth rate is a proportional to a larger power of the
mass than the tidal torque, the final mass of the planet depends
sensitively on the timing of runaway growth. Also, larger �
allows more time for the tidal torque to push gas away from
the planet (Figure 1). For a given � (and � ), the final mass of
the planet depends on C (Figure 2).

We investigate cases with single and multiple cores in the
disk. Although a stalled core will begin to open a gap, the
protoplanet may still grow to a Jupiter size not only because of
the annulus of material within the shocking length of acoustic
waves, but also due to the effects of neighboring protoplan-
ets, and the similarity between the gap-opening and growth
timescales. We argue that the following parameters may de-
termine the difference between gas-rich and gas-poor giant
planets; (a) the disk opacity; (b) the relative timing of runaway
between neighboring protoplanets; (c) the value of

�� �������
.

2In the prescription of [12], the authors divide the disk into a
“launch zone” and a non-linear dissipation zone. They calculate the
form of the wake in the linear zone which they allow to damp in the
non-linear region (beyond ������O�� � from the protoplanet). The au-
thors ignore the launching of waves in the non-linear portion of the
disk. Therefore we supplement this treatment by adding those reso-
nant ! -numbers that fall in the non-linear region using the tidal torque
formulae of [14].
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Figure 2: Plot of the final mass of the giant planet versus C for
a protoplanet at V A J AU. For this choice of parameters, we can
get a Jupiter mass if C at Jupiter’s location is J A V � MMSN.

One caveat of these calculations is that 3D effects may
increase the value of

E ? F
providing more mass to be accreted

by the growing protoplanet, and thus altering the gap-opening
criterion. Another is that some angular momentum flux pro-
pogates towards the disk surfaces and may act to remove gas
within

E ?GF
lowering the amount of gas available for accretion.
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